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Abstract: This paper aims to discuss the complexity of designing an assembly system according to industry 4.0. This is done by introducing the drone factory as a learning facility at the digital innovation hub (SIILab). The paper discusses the areas of Operator-Organisation, Operator-Technologies, Technologies-Product and Product-Organisation in a current state and information support subsystem, IIoT architecture and hardware in the assembly 4.0 context.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When designing an assembly system, there is a lot of areas that need to be considered. A mass customised final assembly system has an increased product variant compared to the earlier stages within the production system [ref]. More agile and responsive assembly strategies needs to be developed in order to meet the costumers needs (ElMaraghy and ElMaraghy, 2016). The physical and cognitive Level of Automation (LoA) is also lower in final assembly (Fast-Berglund et al., 2016) than in earlier stages of the manufacturing system. Adoptable and reconfigurable systems have been used a lot in highly automated robot lines (Valente and Carpanzano, 2011) but more seldom in final assembly. A study conducted in Sweden shows that over 95 percent of the final assembly tasks are performed with help of a human operator (so called manual and semi-automatic tasks). Furthermore, human-centred approach when it comes to automation is rarely seen. Human-centred automation can be described as ‘automation designed to work cooperatively with human operators, this emphasizes that automation functionality should be designed to support human performance and human understanding of the system (Billings, 1996). This means that both cognitive and physical automation solutions need to be developed and implemented. Information and support systems like instructions, planning and balancing also needs to increase within final assembly. Since 2009 (var det inte 2005??) when the introduction of a smart factory appeared (Zuehlke, 2009) and later on when industry 4.0 was coined, different solutions has been suggested. Different frameworks (Bortolini et al., 2017, Thramboulidis et al., 2018) and methodologies (Stich et al., 2018) have been presented but most of them are technology driven towards increasing ICT level, digitalisation, autonomous planning and control and multi-agent systems. A lot of these strategies within smart factory are still technology centred (Kusiak, 2018), for example the nine enabling technologies mentioned by (Bortolini et al., 2017); Collaborative robots (Tsarouchi et al., 2016), Cyber-physical systems, IIoT, big data etc. Often it is still too complex for industrial companies to understand were to start (Stefan et al., 2018) and how to integrate all dimensions and all technologies (Qin et al., 2016).

There are not many publications focusing on implementing industry 4.0 technologies within the final assembly. Some reasons can be that it is a complex environment (Mattsson et al., 2016) with a lot of variants, manual labour and

We believe that to build a sustainable and well functional assembly system, the operators need to be involved from the start which means the both the operators themselves and the organisation need to be prepared for the new paradigm. Often the first advancement attempts fail due to a lack of knowledge of the interdependencies between the three dimensions of the sociotechnical approach (technology, organization, employees) (Stefan et al., 2018). The concept of Operator 4.0 (O4) (Romero, 2016) is an important resource in order to fulfil the assembly 4.0 strategy. O4 is defined as “a smart and skilled operator who performs not only – ‘cooperative work’ with robots – but also – ‘work aided’ by machines as and if needed – by means of human cyber-physical systems, advanced human-machine interaction technologies and adaptive automation towards “human-automation symbiosis work systems”. Furthermore, an understanding of the relation between the Information Technology (IT) and Information Support (IS) system is vital (FAST-BERGLUND et al., 2018b) in order to create a system with high information quality, personalised adopted information and a smart agent-based planning system (Weichhart et al., 2018) that can provide the right amount of information needed to perform routine and non-routine tasks and to plan the resource allocation between cobots and human operators.

The aim of this paper is to describe how industry 4.0 has been implemented in a learning factory to create a flexible and sustainable assembly system. The learning factory is contextualized in the drone factory.
2. THE DRONE FACTORY

The product and assembly layout have been developed during 2018 to become assembly 4.0. In order to achieve this, not only enabling technologies (Bortolini et al., 2017) has been studied but also enabling operator skills (Romero et al., 2018) and enabling organisation management. The industri 4.0 maturity index, developed by Acatech in 2016 (Stich et al., 2018) with the four structural areas e.g. Resources, Information systems, Organisational structure and Culture is used to get a broad implementation in the different areas. Figure 1 shows a combination of the maturity index areas and some enabling technologies and areas that is important when designing a future assembly system.

The enabling technologies is used in different part of the system. There is still a lot of focus on IIoT and cyber-physical systems (Bortolini et al., 2017) when implementing industry 4.0. Hence, there is a trend towards increased interest towards collaboration and interconnections (Hermann et al., 2016). The resources in current assembly are still mostly manual. The sections below will bring up the enabling technologies connected to the four focus areas adopted from (Stich et al., 2018) to become more assembly 4.0.

2.1 Resources – Flexible automation

There is no uncomplicated way to make automation human-oriented that is applicable across all tasks and types of work in final assembly. Different processes and domains may put different emphasis on precision, stability and/or speed of production. Each case requires its own considerations of which type of automation is the most appropriate, and how control and interaction can be enhanced and facilitated via a proper design of the automation involved (Hollnagel, 2003). The drone factory focuses on the interaction and cooperation between humans and cobots to create collaborative applications in final assembly tasks. According to (Boesl and Liepert, 2016) the second revolution of robots are the collaborative robots. Several cobots are tested (Fast-Berglund et al., 2016) to see the differences in user-friendliness, interaction and interoperability to other systems. The third revolution is moving flexible robots. In the drone factory there are different support systems, both when it comes to carrier and content of information (Fast-Berglund et al., 2014). Extended technologies (xR technologies) (Fast-Berglund et al., 2018a), can be triggered when the operator needs the information. Assembly instructions can be chosen to be displayed using different information carriers (smart pads, softbots, glasses, screens, sensors etc.) containing different information content (text, picture, movies, AR, voice etc.). Combining these different carriers and content put high requirements of the ability to create flexible information flows through the system.

The physical work environment in the assembly area consists of several work centres (stations) connected through a conveyor system to transport the drone and its components, illustrated in Figure 2.

![Fig. 1. Combining maturity index with the enabling technologies](image)

![Fig. 2. The physical environment of the drone factory; Flexible work centers with adoptable levels of Automation](image)
limit to what resources can be connected to a work centre, but there are two types of base modules to build on. The simplest one is completely virtual, meaning it only exists as a digital model but with the possibility to attach other tangible systems. The other has its own small conveyor for automatic load/unload of pallets and automatic adjustment of the table height, which can be connected to operator and/or current task. All these automation concepts require a solid digital architecture with the right types of system and IoT orchestration.

2.2 Information systems – IT architecture

Industry 4.0 is defined with a requirement of integrating organisations in three aspects. Horizontal integration to interconnect different business functions (or organizational units), vertical integration to allow data exchange across operational aspects, and end-to-end integration to simplify interactions across the supply chain. These three aspects meet in the production operation phase and this is especially noticeable in the assembly process. This is because final assembly often has high requirements in terms of timely deliveries while being dependant on both design- and previous manufacturing processes as well as logistics the information systems involved are usually more than practical.

Interoperability is the means to solve system integration issues, and it is a vital component to implementing Industry 4.0 (Thoben et al., 2017) and for a dynamic assembly system (Åkerman et al., 2016). To maintain flexibility, interoperable systems do not fully integrate entities with hard coupled connections. Instead, a more federated approach is preferred where communication is managed more dynamically (Chen and Daclin, 2006). A great way of achieving this is by adopting different types of middleware and Internet of Things (IoT) platforms, as well as utilising well defined communication protocols and standards e.g. HTTP, MQTT. But interoperability does not only concern data transfer between systems. It is also important that users understand the data in form of information (Åkerman and Fast-Berglund, 2018). These concepts also goes hand in hand with the four design principles of industry 4.0: interconnection, information transparency, decentralized decision, and technical assistance (Hermann et al., 2016).

The drone factory is built around a modular and event-driven architecture [ref. 2018, Åkerman, Modularized assembly system: A digital innovation hub for the Swedish Smart Industry] centralized around PTC’s IIoT-platform Thingworx. The Drone factory uses software from PTC to create a digital twin of both product and production system to enable an adaptable and proactive communication throughout the chain from product development to operators in final assembly, this is illustrated in fig. 2. PLM and MBD standards has been used together as a knowledge management tool solve the semantic interoperability problem of heterogeneous data and to improve the capabilities of technology intensive organisations to monitor and respond to technological and product changes (Raza et al., 2009). In order to do that the system must be integrated both horizontally and vertically across different systems and organisations (Bauernhansl et al., 2014). For the organisation such integration may lead to better collaboration between different roles and functions (Schuh et al., 2014). In the drone factory software from PTC will be used for CAD, PLM and AR application as a first step. Figure 3 illustrates how different types of software and specific implementations are used in the drone factory to create a digital twin of both product and factory. This complete digital model allows for automated planning and preparation for the operations phase e.g. assembly instructions based on the original 3D models.

Figure 3: The digital environment of the factory; Software used to create the digital product and the digital factory.
2.3 Organisation structure – Knowledge sharing

It is vital that operators and the organisation share knowledge about the assembly process. Sharing knowledge can create a better way to work, continuous improvements, and a feeling of empowerment among the operators (Leach et al., 2003). It is also important that they can report or store that knowledge into an information system (Li et al., 2016). For this, trust within the organisation is vital, motivated operators (Jiacheng et al., 2010) and a high quality information support system. The Information support system (ISS) plays an important role in the assembly system and will provide the operator with high quality information needed. Information systems strategy (ISS) have three important activities defined as ‘activities directed toward (1) recognising organisational opportunities for using information technology, (2) determining the resource requirements to exploit these opportunities, (3) and developing strategies and action plans for realising these opportunities and for meeting the resource needs’ (Boynton and Zmud, 1987). In assembly 4.0, agent based systems will be more adopted for both planning (Weichhart et al., 2018, Weichhart et al., 2016) support (Kaptein et al., 2017) and motivation (Fast-Berglund et al., 2018c). To create an adaptive and flexible work environment, cognitive automation also needs to be further developed. The fourth revolution is social agents or AI robots e.g. increased cognitive automation. Six areas have been identified as critical aspects when designing an information support system (Johansson et al., 2018); IT challenges, Process challenges, Information availability, Assembly process disruptions, Technology and process control and Assembly work instructions Context-aware information requires a system that acknowledges the need of individuals and can provide the right information at the right place in the right time (Kagermann et al., 2013).

2.4 Culture – trust and motivation in the organisation

A human-centred culture towards development of production systems have positive effects on continuous improvement efforts (Lam et al., 2015). By promoting and empowering (Mattsson et al., 2014) the operators, an inter-personal trust within the organization can be built, which is important for implementing changes (Hoffman et al., 2013). This trust between people is important for sharing knowledge with each other (Riege, 2005), and is also an important contributor towards the social dimension of sustainable development.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Implementing assembly 4.0 is a complex task that requires a lot of different competences. It is hard to realise the depth and complexity before seeing it in practise. We believe that even though our drone factory is a learning factory in a lab environment it still shows the complexity of implementing assembly 4.0. The industry often have legacy of both information systems and hard-ware that is hard to ignore. Building a decentralised and event driven system is one opportunity to be able to integrate old systems with new and start the journey towards assembly 4.0.
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